
As demand for 4G and 5G services increases, municipalities across North America struggle to 

build out their small cell networks. Aesthetics are a major obstacle. Residents and businesses 

want better, faster mobile service but not the visual clutter of small cells dotting the landscape. 

The resulting backlash impedes permitting, which delays deployment, increases costs and 

causes more than a few sleepless nights for network managers. 

CommScope’s innovative and compact 5G/4G concealment solutions enable network managers to solve the problem 

and sleep a little better at night. 

Our portfolio of 5G/4G small cell concealment solutions uses a proprietary material design that completely hides 

all RF equipment while allowing the 5G/4G signals to pass through unimpeded. A range of colors, options and 

configurations can support virtually any small cell installation type. Now municipal network managers can provide 

the 5G/4G services their communities want while minimizing the visual impact and associated costs—and reducing 

time to service.  

Conceal small cells and let the 5G/4G service 
shine through



We put more into our new 5G/4G concealment 
solutions, so you get more out
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CommScope compact 5G/4G pole-top concealment solutions fully conceal 5G and 4G equipment while 

allowing RF signals to pass through the proprietary tuned material. A variety of mounting kits, light-pole/

monopole options, and multitenant configurations also help reduce the cost and time required to permit 

and deploy municipal metro cell sites. 

 · Leverages CommScope’s 85+ years of materials design and RF engineering expertise

 · Specially engineered and tuned shroud allows unimpeded propagation of 4G/5G signals

 · Works with all small cell applications: integrated poles, pole-mount, rooftop and more

 · Fits canister antennas from CommScope and other manufacturers and major radio models  

 · Multiple color options available to further soften the aesthetic appearance

 · Global manufacturing/distribution capabilities are supported by local technical experts  

Deliver the 5G/4G services your community needs 
with the aesthetics they love
The uniqueness of CommScope’s 5G/4G concealment solutions is rooted in our 85+ years of advanced 

materials design and RF engineering expertise, which have resulted in a small cell concealment solution 

with remarkable RF performance, versatility, and environmental protection. No wonder 98% of the largest 

North American cities have approved at least one of our small cell concealment solutions.    

For more information on the CommScope Outdoor Wireless Network portfolio of 5G/4G small cell 

concealment solutions, contact your local representative today or visit our website.

Ease permitting by 
completely hiding 5G 
and 4G equipment
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